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ItfSROSBOfXOH AND HISTOB* OF THE PROBLEM
1INTRODUCTION
The problem which was investigated was concerned with
informal group discussion behavior and the analysis of the
contributions made within such a discussion. The author
wished to discover individual factors causing these con-
tributions. More precisely, in terms of personality, what
was there about these individuals which caused them to
make certain types of statements in an informal group
discussion situation?
Using an approach which had proved fruitful in previ-
ous experimentation, the study of these individual factors
involved measurement of certain personality variables deal-
lag with the unique characteristics possessed by the indi-
vidual. For the analysis of the discussion itself, use was
made of the methods developed by Guetz&ow (10), Heyns (12) 9
and others. These men have shown that individual state-
ments (contributions) can be categorized according to the
function they serve in the informal discussion situation.
The discussion in this problem was analysed, and the con-
tributions studied in relation to certain personality
characteristics possessed by the individuals in the dis-
cussion, and important to them.
The experimental procedure Itself included the dis-
cussion of a certain topic by the subjects, and later, the
administration of a self-rating Inventory of personality
characteristics to these subjects.
The hypothesis tested in this study was based on this
proposition: that there is a relationship between (a) indi-
vidual personality characteristics, and <b) responses made
in the group {situation. The hypothesis, in a non- technical
form, is ae follows:
"Other things being equal, the amount and kinds of
discussion chavior offered by an indivi ual will
depend upon the degree to which his personality
characteristics can, on the whole, be expressed
through such discussion behaviors."
r
3OF THE PROBLEM
A few introductory paragraphs will make the presenta-
tion of this background material more meaningful, as well
as give the reader a preview of one of the variables studied
la the experiment.
At the 1?36 meeting of the American I sychological As-
sociation Floyd 1, Allport made an ediresg of which the
following quotation is part. "The goal in the study of an
individual is the discovery of some regularity or consisten-
cy which ^ives us a law through which we oan, in a measure,
predict future events, in this case - behavior. Instead of
thinking in terras of degrees of qualities of behavior, let
us take the behavior itself, in its full significance for
making some adjustment or bringing about some change in the
individual's environment. Let us ask ;;het the behavior
Itself is, v*hat it means, and in what decree its intention
or meaning is being carried out. In short, whet does the
individual seem to be 'trying to do 1 ?"
All cort (1) is interested not in tr&its, but in be-
havior trends . He describes the individual's trend of
behavior teleonomipally , that is, in terms of the purpose
or purposes V ich he seems to be trying to carry out. (By
this, -Yllport does not necessarily mean what he is con-
sciously trying to do.)
Two notes of caution are needed. First, the teleonomlc
method makes no use of the notion of consciousness of a
purpose imputed to the subject observed. It means only
that If the observer himself were performing the movements
made by the individual under observation, he would say that
he (the observer) was doinc thus and so, Second
, the method
of teleonomlc description does not imply any notion of
future end or goal. The full meaning of "purpose* as here
employed, is one of description, and lies within the / ct
itself. Such end-effects have their place merely in de-
scribing the kind of behavior now before the observer: they
are not regarded as a goal towards which that behavior is
driven by some internal force or purpose. The goal has no
place for the theorist methodologically, except In the act
itself.
The behavior-trend approach is not another Instance
of the trait approach, it is not an attempt to discover a
more fundamental trait. The unity of patterns of behavior
within an individual arises from the simple feet that the
elements of the pattern ( teconomically) are all performed
by the same individual. The common tuot behind them all is
not a "master trait H of that individual, it is. the individual
The discovery of a teleonomlc behavior trend does not require
that we go outside the Individual himself. The continuum Is
intra-individual. To state that there is a fundamental trait
s'•'expressing" the individual which he carries around inside
him is tautological reasoning. It is an individual pro-
jected inside that individual explaining hie actions.
Valentine (16) did a study of the effectiveness of
trends in matching responses made by individual 8. De-
scriptions of eighteen subjects in terms of trends (what
the individual characteristically tries to do) were obtained
from four or :nore acquaintances of each subject. From these
lists by acquaintances, a composite list of trend items for
that subject was made up. These ooapoaite lists were re-
finements of the behavior trends mentioned by the acquain-
tances of each subject. /ritten res o;is<.: s to fifteen &3 lemma
situations were made by all subjects, and these written re-
sponses were presented to ten matching Judges, together vrith
the various composite trend descriptions. The matching
Judges then matched the dilemma responses of each subject
with the trend description that seemed to fit his responses
best. Valentine found that a total of fifty-three correct
matching UN made. He concluded that descriptions of the
subjects In terras of trends were matched with written re-
sponses to dilemmas made by the subjects with far greater
than chance success.
Gregory (9) Views the concept of teleonomic trends
from a olinloal psychologist's experience. He finds two
main types of trends: first, the groups involving reactions
6to others; and second, the groups involving the reactions
to oneself. Certain groupings are found more indicative of
emotional instability or of disorganized behavior patterns.
Certain trends are more characteristic of childhood and
adolescence than of the mature adult stage of development
.
Gregory states that teleonomic trends are learned, although
he does not present any one theory to account for their
acquisition and development.
7allance (17) made use of teleonomic trends in a study
of the effects of mail propaganda. Since his methods are
pertinent to the present study, they will be treated in
greater detail later.
From the results of these and other studies it may be
concluded that the concept of teleonomic trends is meaning-
ful to the exploration of individual personality, and the
relationship between personality and other behavior vari-
ables.
THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
7BASIC CONCEPTS AN,/ VARIABLES
Definition of verm
Teleonoralc trend
- ~or the personality characteristic
the concept of teleonomic trend was used. First initiated
by F. H. Allport, the notion of teleonomio trend gets at the
idea of "what the person is characteristically trying to do"
while he is, at the same time, carrying out a variety of
specific actions. A trend is revealed in a person through
the purposes or adjustments which his specific activities
serve or provide him with, such purposes or adjustments
being characteristic of that person. The totality of these
behavior trends constitutes the personality of an individual,
fff give an example of such a trend, take the observation
"characteristically tries to dominate o there *. This trend
may be shown by various behaviors in a given situation, or
by a specific behavior in different situations. The busi-
nessman v;ho asserts his proposals at an executive meeting,
then shouts down his opponents, and finally threatens to
withdraw his support from a scheme* is usinj various behaviors
to try to dominate others. In a like manner, this same
businessman may attempt to control all conversations he
participates in by the same shouting method,
otenQv || involvement - "roadly speaking, potency of
involvement refers to the amount of satisfactions a person
6obtains through ills various behaviors (e.g., personality
trend egressions)
,
and is a measure of motivation to inter-
act with other people or objects. Potency of involvement
in trends refers to the amounts of satisfactions a person
obtains by behaving in certain ways cha- cteriotic of him.
The more satisfaction a person can acouire in a certain
situation by behaving in a characteristic manner, the more
potently he Is involved in that particular manner of behav-
ing. The trends and the techniques for their satisfaction
may be acquired and manipulated consciously, as when a person
determines to gain a political office and "characteristically
tries to impress others"; or these may be understood as repre-
senting unconscious motivation, as when an individual "charac-
teristically tries to please others" as a result of habit
patterns learned from strict parents.
Potency of involvement in teleonomic trends may be shown
in the degree to which a person attempts to change, by some
>eans, any situation in which he is involved so that his
trends will become expressible in it. restating this; we
may use the concept of energy reduction or drive, as similar
to that of potency of involvement. Obtaining satisfactions,
either by one's self or as a member of a group, is accompa-
nied by a reduction in drive states.
elev&nce - In general terns, relevance refers to the
9effect which one event has on another event. One event la
said to be relevant to another if the occurrence of the
first has some effect uoon the occurrence of the second.
Relevance may be either positive or negative, positive rele-
vance referring to a facilitating effect, and negative rele-
vance referr-in to an Inhibiting or blocking effect.
By relevance of an ection to a trend we mean the effect
which that action would have on the individuals egression
of that trend.'1 - That la, if the person were, for some
reason, to take a given course of action, what would be the
effect waioh this action has on the person* a trend? (In
this case the action we are concerned with is the making of
a oertain type of statement In an informal group discussion
situation.
)
Categories of discussion - Individual contributions
(statements) made in a discussion may be separated into
categories according to the function they serve in that
disousslon. ive of these categories w ich were used In
the experiment are as follows:
* "Expression" being a rether loose term, may be understood
more precisely to refer to the occurrence, in conjunction
with an overt act, of "meaninge" about one* a self, i.e.,
that I am beIn. considerate of other 1 s points of view in
this discussion with -Joe" . ouch meaning sre,"Th turn,
thought of as self-descriptions - verbalize, or verbal! za-
ble. Ail such of a person's verbalized meanings give rise
to the notion of the "self or "self-concept
"
, and such
unverbalised meanings uake up the unconscious aspects of
ETs personality.
10
Information seeking: These responses have the
function of seeding to obtain Information of a
factual, moral or technical nature. The infor-
mation sought Is from the area of fact or princi-
ple upon which the conversation is based. This
category includes asking for examples or Illus-
trations.
Information giving These responses have the
function of providing information of a factual,
moral or technical nature, The information given
is from the area of fact or principle upon which
the conversation is based. This category includes
the citing of examples or illustrations.
tatlry; one 1 s own point of view : These responses
have the function of indicating one's own views
or stolid on an issue. Repetitions of, modifica-
tions of, or additions to a view previously offered
by the Individual are inoluaed here.
Opnosing ; These responses have the function of
opposing, resisting or disagreeing with a sug-
gestion, fact (assertion), interpretation, point of
view or stand made by another.. This category does
not include merely raising doubts or questions, but
is limited to instanoes of clear-cut opposition.
11
Question-raising or doubting may be included here
If done in a cynical or sarcastic or other manner
clearly indicating opposition or disapproval.
E
* 8ui ortlngl These responses have the function of
indicating agreement with or approval of a sug-
gestion, f&ot (assertion), Interpretation, point
of view or st^nd made by another. This category
does not, include merely clarifying or repeating a
response made by another, but is limited to
instances of clear-cut support.
Variables
Dependent - As the experiment was arranged, the depen-
dent variable was the informal group discus si on, further
analyzed into the number of individual contributions in each
of the categories.
Independent - (Stimulus) These stimulus conditions In-
cluded presentation of the topio itself, and initiating the
discussion.
Intermediary - The intermediary variables were the
trends possessed by the individual himself, and emerged
through the presentation of the stimulus situation. They,
in turn, according to the hypothesis, determined to some
degree individual differences in the dependent variable.
12
Using the terms » potency of Involvement » and 'relevance 1
already described above, a special combination of measures
of them was developed as the intermediary variable, ex-
pressed as a "Base-St. ucture Index ".
The concept of Mse-structure
fgjffl u fundamental to
the explanation of the hypothesis investigated in this ex-
periment. This index is the sum of the products of the
potency of involvement (p) of the subject in his various
personality trends, by the relevance (r) of his behavior
to these trends. The Base- Structure Index is represented
algebraically as 2" (pr). This personality Base- Structure
Index is computed, for an individual
,
by measuring the
strength of Me separate personality trends, and multiply-
ing this measure by the relevance of a certain, to-be-
predicted course of action to these trends. When relevance
is negative, the product of (p) times (r) is, of course,
negative. It is thus possible for (pr) to be negative
as well as positive. (For an explanation of this method of
mersurln^ trends, see below under TECHNIQUES OF MEASUREMENT.
)
HYPOTHESIS
Before goins direotly to the statement of the hypothe-
sis, some repetition of concepts will be made, which will
facilitate clear presentation and understanding of this
hypothesis.
First, the basic terms, | otency of involvement and
relevance are designated by the symbols (p) and (r) respec-
tively. The term (pr) refers to the product of potency of
involvement in one personality trend, multiplied by the
relevance of the designated, implied action to that trend,
3uch products, (pr)'a, may be added together and their sums
represented by 2. (pr )«
2 (p**)# called the personality ?ase- Structure Index,
is the intermediary variable in the experiment. The depen-
dent variable, the Informal group discussion behavior, is
represented by the symbol D,
hypothesis: 8 ^ ^.Kv^)
Other things beins equal, the amount and kinds of
an individual's discussion behavior varies with the
sura of the products of his potency of involvement in
personality trends, times the relevance of such be-
havior to these trends."
niliar st< t
"Other things being equal, the amount and kinds of
discussion behavior offered by an individual will
depend u-on the decree to which his personality
characteristics can, on the whole, be expressed
through such discussion behavior. H
15
As the problem dealt with the analysis of informal
group discussion behaviors, and the relation of these dis-
cussion behaviors to personality trends, the first step
which was taken was the choice of the discussion topic.
The oriterla for selection of this topic were: sufficient
familiarity and interest to the subjects to promote adequate
discussion, controversial enough to possess "two sides"
neither of which is considered morally or ethically wrong
by the populace as a whole, and information of a factual or
technical nature covering both sides of the issue.
"Mercyiiillin^ has been in the news enou :h lately so
that the subjects should have been familiar with this torlc.
t jit ™
Attitudes vary widely on this issue and should help promote
discussion. "Facta" and illustrative examples are common
enough to aid the participation of a subject by backing or
qualifying his stand.
In order to stimulate discussion of euthanasia, recent
periodicals containing articles on the subject were used to
obtain faots and opinion on this issue. From these, two
sets of fccts and opinion were prepared, one backing the
"pro" side and the other backing the ^con" side. The two
sides were equalized, as much as possible, on emotional
appeal and factual content. These two sets were then divided
into two parts so that there resulted four different papers,
two •pro* and two w con H
,
none of irhich contained material
overlapping another. In this manner, four subjects could
dlsouss the topic, giving their views and citing illustra-
tions of a factual nature to back up their arguments. (See
Inserts I - />, B, C, and D.)
The thirty-two subjects for the experiment were chosen
from volunteers in classes in psycholo y on the basis of
their attitudes toward euthanasia. Measurement of these
attitudes was achieved by means of a graphic self-rating
scale of the type suggested by Rlker (l4). This attitude
scale on euthanasia was divided into eleven steps from ex-
tremely in favor to extremely opposed. Three additional
attitude scales on various social issues were also iven to
the subjeots to minimize chances of these subjects gaining
knowledge of the purpose of the attitude scale and its
relation to this particular experiment. (Bee Insert IT.)
Suojeots with extreme attitudes, either favorable or
unfavorable, were selected as being likely to enter fully
into the discussion. These subjects were combined into
groups of four, each group being made u of two people
opposed and two people in favor of the practloe of eutha-
nasia. The subjects in each group were equalized, as fully
as possible, on the strength of their attitudes. There
were ei££t of these groups in the experiment, the subjects
mm Ml nm lt Arguments for
legalising Euthaawia
These facts have been put forward by prominent people to support the vie*you are now holding. 1 ^ n V1CW
l« Doctors approve of euthanasia
a, Two thousand New Tork State doctors drew up a bill to legalize
euthanasia, dealing with methods
,
procedures and safeguards (19A7)b. XQ a recent survey of Sew York State doctors, 803 agreed that
it is a "humane act" to shorten incurable suffering.
2. Euthanasia Is being practiced now.
a. It is a choice not between life and death, but between two kinds
of deathi a slow and agonizing one, and a quick, painless one.
b. At a large gathering of physicians, a surgeon at the Mayo Clinic,
upon closing an address on cancer, made this request of his
audience: "Will those of you who have never put a hopelessly
diseased patient out of his misery please raise your hands ?"
$o hand was raised
.
e. It would be better to recognise- and legalise euthanasia. The
act of euthanasia IS practiced by many physicians. These
doctors, moved by human pity ana. the sight of suffering, make
themselves liable to criminal prosecution and professional ruin.
3. The mentally deficient are a burden to society.
Costs of institutionalization must be borne by the states and the
communities. Competent physicians and nurses must watch constantly
over them. These professional people could be better employed in
the care and prevention of diseases in the normal population.
ftitholding euthanasia Is a denial of the physicians obligation to
releive pain ant; suffering.
a. To withoId euthanasia against the expressed will of the sufferer
is nothing but gross disservice, a condemnation of a cruel
continuance of the living death,
5» Heligious leaders 1 views
a, 54 Protestant and Jewish religious leaders agreed that volun-
tary euthanasia is not at variance with moral and religious
principles.
INN JUIP 2 t Kr&mntc for
les?a!Ir,in£ Euthanasia
^Tlrltl SStoT *
f°rWard
^
Pr0Bdnent P8COle t0m the Vi-
li A step in the direction of euthanasia has already been taken.
• ^ on of the 18 n<™ legal in some of the states.This eterlllaation hae been upheld in the courts. In a decis-ion in 1927, Supreme Court Justice Holmes made the classic
statement that "Three generations of imbeciles are enough"
,
The next legal step would be to not only prevent, in so far as
possible, the birth of more of these misfits, but also to
relieve the states and communities of the ?jreat cost of upkeep
for those for whoa there is no hope for improvement
.
2» "Tomorrow" is too late for advanced oases,
a # No cure for cancer which might be found «tomorrow" would be of
any value to a man or woman so far advanced in canorous toxemia
as to be an applicant for euthanasia,
3# There is no basis for fraud or abuse in the proposed euthanasia
program.
a. The decision would be left up to a government appointed board
of at least three persons} two medical men and one lawyer,
who must be unanimous in its favor. The applicant's name
need never be mentioned, just his medical history and present
diagnosis
.
4. Incurable illness is a disrupting influence on a family.
a, Social life is blocked, and children are unfavorably affected
or ignored,
b, A long and difficult Illness may emotionally exhaust the
patient's family and relatives
,
c, The oxeatest burden, hoover, is probably the esoonso . iany
people have little or no savings. Hospital expenses are very
high for such things as oxygen, drugs, operations and nursing
care. Families and relatives run into debt to provide these
things in a hopelessly incurable case.
JSBOT Mt W || Arrets a^lnet
legalising Shanesia
1. Sliere are objections by medical sen to an euthanasia program,
a. It would shatter publie confidence in the medical profession.
' S SK w!?en the »«ol*w of medical scientists to seek cures,c. It would stigmatise every doctor «fa« practiced it.
2 * It is a disservice to the medical profession.
a, It would expand the power and responsibility of physicians,
which are already almost unbearably gre^t.
b. The legal conditions proposed, consent of the patient or his
family, decision by a state commission, would create psychol-
ogical and technical situations beyond human endurance.
3. It is impossible to draw a line.
a. Millions of people today live in a hopeless and oainful, wm a
socially useless, life without the additional affliction of an
incurable disease. Potential suicides would attempt to gala
the approval of euthanasia boards. There would be a demand
that criminals and the mentally insane be included. To ask
someone to draw a line would be beyond the capacity of a
person, and leave too great a risk for malfeasance,
/+. There could be no completely adequate safeguards,
a. Some people would deliberately resort to legalized euthanasia
for their own greed.
b» Ke could not be certain that all euthanasia boards would be
incorruptable. There con be no guarantees that such a board
might not be taken in by someone eager to do away with a rich
relative.
5. There would be undue influence sMsrciaed by the patients' families.
a # Chronic disease is always a social catastrophyj families are
disrupted and their economic security is strained or destroyed,
A long and difficult illness may emotionally effect the relat-
ives and the physician even more than the patient. It would
be entirely possible to act prematurily or hastily for people
under such a difficult emotional strain if euthanasia were
made routine and legal.
Uniting Bttthanasi*
^tj^z iaJr put * promtatm 10 ***** th@*
U
S^SSSSi^
8Uthana8ia is^ on the Prealee of infallibility
a. No such infallibility exists.
b. Sven diagnoses of advanced cancer have been wronr*. Other dis-
eases, mm curable, hay© been mistaken for cancer. Any exper-ienced j^TVsician can cite many shaky diagnoses ^hich he heldfor months and years.
°* 5 one aaS0 » a brilliant physician and lecturer was holding adiagnostic clinic. His assistant pi him two medical case
histories to diagnose, both of them of a deceptive nature. This
physician missed both of then, calling them incurable cancer.
This allowed his students that even one of the greatest diagnos-
ticians of our time was still not infallible,
2. The concent of incurable disease.
a. This is only a relative term in medical practice. Research
workers «re constantly seeking and finding new cures.
b. No human being can predict the month, the day, nor the hour
when a new treatment will be announced, Bwry day new discov-
eries are being made which work seemingly miraculous recoveries
on previously hopeless patients,
3. There is no place for unbearable pain in modern medicine.
a. If people die in torment it is because qualified medical or
nursing care is unavailable.
b. There are other ways than drugs to relieve severe pain. In one
operation the spinal cord can be cut so the nerves to the brain
can no longer carry pain ir-f>ulsea . Another operation cuts into
the brain itself cr.C vr-xvoe certain areas so that pain can no
longer be felt.
4« Patients can and may chancre their attitudes.
a. Patients vary from day to day in their attitudes toward their
illness. At one time they may give up hope and long for rel-
ease, at another time they raay find a new hope or faith. To
put the decision for euthanasia to a patient in one of his worst
hours is a great wrong,
b, A change of attitude and decision after an application for euth-
anasia had been granted would entail many legal difficulties.
Name:
Course:
Meeting ti mes:
Sect. No:
Time you could meet for the experiment:
Days you could meet: M T W Th F
Time in afternoon: 1 2 J 4, (circle)
Wmm m Ortphie nailng 5*0* fbr
Age: Sex: M F
Instructor
(circle)
Time in evening: 7 8 (circle)
Pl»aee check your^ttitudfis nn these is sues
1. On the whole are you f.r or against the development *f the St. LawrencSeaway project with Canada?
I L.
Extremely
Opposed
Jl J l
Extremely
in favor
2. Would you.be in favor of a constitutional amendment limiting the President
to one term of six years?
\ J_
Extremely
Opposed
Extre mely
in favor
3. Should there be a law which permits voluntary euthanasia (mercy killing:) for
those persons who are incurably ill?
L
Extremely
Onposed
Extremely
in favor.
Are you in favor of Congress adopting a program of Universal Military
Training?
Extremely
Opposed
1 1
Extremely
in favor
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being taken from volunteers in coursee offerea in psycholo-
gy. Seven of the groups were made up of males, the other
beirt; composed of females. Groups of like-eexed indi victuals
were used in order that additional, uncontrolled variables
such as modesty, inability to communicate in the presence of
the opposite sex, and the like would not influence the dis-
cussion.
Prior to the experimental discussion on the topic of
euthanasia, the subjects participated in a preliminary dis-
ouesion of five minutes on the issue of capital punishment.
This was done to familiarize them with the informal dis-
cussion procedure used, and to allow them to become better
acquainted v;lth each other before the experiment proper. In
this preliminary discussion all subjects were Given a paper
containing factual material and opinion, w pro M and "con",
on the capital punishment issue. This material was taken
from published artioles on the topic. (Given r s Insert HI.)
The size of the discussion group was Determined by the
neeu to record the informal discussion conversation. These
discussions v;src electrically record, a, it was felt that
having more subjects in each group would interfere with the
future Isolation of individual contributions and the deter-
mination of the communicator and the addressee.
To establish which teleonomio trends were operating
within the individual next required a rating scale. A
BBH 0$ THE TOPIC OF Cf^IXAL FUllSH^
History has shown that th© abolition of capital punishment for various
crimes has not increased to© crime rat© - In 1800 in England there «er©300 crimes 7>uniahabl« by hanging, When the penalty was reduced for
many of these crimes, predictions of large crirae waves did not raaterial-is©. How, in England, with only four types of crimes punishable by
death, the rat© of crimes hag shown a steady drop over the last hundred
years.
Capital punishment is a relio of the Dark Ages when the local lord was
the law. Ittty in place of the old dungeons, w© have modern prisons
where offenders nay be kept in security for as long as necessary.
People are not kept from committing crises by fear. Even though the
murderer or kidnapper knows the penalty for his crime, this does not
deter him from carrying it out. Thus, capital punishment defeats its
greatest reason - to prevent crime by .tseans of saudaaas threat.
People flere formerly executed because it was thought that they were
inoorrigibles - that there was no hope for them, that they could not
learn or profit froa lesser punishment, Row we have riodem methods
of treating and rehabilitating criminals. The purpose of imprison-
ment is not primarily segregation from society, but a process of
re-education and therapy.
-foils not making an execution a spectacle as of old, radio, the news-
papers, and sometime© movies keep peopled sttention focused on an
imminent execution. This defeats th© purpose of diverting attention
away from crine and notoriety from criminals.
ZKSFJtt III* Views on the topic
of Capital Puaishmant
wskst ni* vim cm the topic of
Capital Ptoiahasnt
mm W *»5 TOPIC OF CAPTTAI Hfl—
&&&&&&&
!
r
i n/f
^
er2fnt le**e** attWf<«* ^ get carital punislramt ban-ned in m for a five year period. The House of tan control od bythe immt party to rxwer, passed the bill 245-222, but tMe «Mrejected by the House of lords, The British people as a whole, polled
gL^g— U™> sho*f &**| of retaining hanging as a penalty
,
oc>?aPI*>a*ie« hm «*• *lao rejected. This bill created
artificial diBtinotirotlons between different types of murder.
Capital ouniehment should be kept for certain types of erin^s; murder
for profit, treason, kidnapping with murder or torture, and piracy.
All these crimes are premeditated. The Committer of these acts benefits
materially from the victim or victims. Likewise, second orders, done
at different tiaes, shew that the committer can not learn or benefit
from experience or punishment.
No realistic alternatives have been proposed - life imprisonment is not
the answer. This would greatly expand the costs of keeoing offenders
for years, Life imprisonment creates a danger to all. These convicts
are men without boos for the future. They constantly plan for escapes,
heedless of who may suffer. They become anti-social or develop mental
illnesses.
Abolishing capital punishment is starting from the wrong end for its
stated purposes. The real purpose is to prevent crime and conditions
leading to crime before they occur. Early treatment of potential off-
enders is much more effective than abolishing the death penalty.
There is an additional danger In that pardons or paroles for lifers
may result in shorter sentences than HSfty lesser crimes, A forgetting
of a vicious crisse, or influence by friends or partners would let a
dangerous offender *o free.
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measurement of these trends was rendered by the person hi*-
self, after the discussion w-s over, in the form of a self-
rating scale of 'values*. (The reasons for measuring teleo-
nomic trends in tarns of values will be developed in more
detail below. See under TECHNIQUES OF MEASUREMENT.) This
rating scale gave us a measure of potency of involvement in
the various trends, expressed however, as values. (3ee
Insert IV.)
Judgments of relevance of contributions (individual
statements) in an informal group discussion to teleonomic
trends (phrassd as personal values) were obtained by sub-
mittin the lists of values to Judges for rating. The
details of the prooedure are given on page 2*1 and the form
used to obtain these judgments is given at Insert V. These
relevance judges were experimental social psychologists and
others who, by their training and position, have shown an
interest in this type of research. Since each subject could
make contributions within each category of discussion, the
relevance Judges v/ere requested to indicate how malting such
a contribution would affect the realization of a given value.
"he exact procedure used for the subjects in the ex-
periment was as follows: The subjects were seated around i
small table, with a microphone in the center of this table.
They were told that the experiment was attempting to dis-
cover those factors leading to agreement or disagreement on
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
What you are requested to do in this mrt of +v,«importance
.to jojirsejf of certain valSs 5 v-Se Lv t S^T* 13 t0 rate thestate of well-being toward- vni al • * be defined as some goal orimportant in Itself, a conditio? or aim SSh^u^-S*^ or lin? of conductpursuing or achieving. n «vc 13 ?r-ra yourself as worth
experiment ^^Sk^S^eS Br^h^fS^ftS^ USed in «*.value you can think of. How to go about this' Yon STi?°S + ? the strongest Possible
naire which follows lists a considVrahll rmnW S 1 not c Ce that the cuestion-get cally sought after tt k?7o±l^\l r^?£ l^d°To» ^fhf6r~
Ihan b f
ST. me2 WU1 *ithstand torture and starvation, and -ill eve^die rather
itself, Other values, tLugh L i ^t^SfSK conL^L^^ U*
r
hese same people. You will doubtless be surprised as well as interested in see-in- how you rate a number of values in importance to yourself.
fullv Ir^rof^' Tm^6 eMre liSt ° f ValueS ' Cohs ider each one care-y, Some of them will strike you as very important to you personally. Pickout^from the list the several values which are the most important values in your
iJf^i :°°k at t !?e SCale at the ton of the questionnaire. It runs from0 /0 to 1003, and has a number of blank lines under the 100% end. In these blanksyou are to write the statements you have selected as representing V0Ur mostimportant personal values: select any value or values as given in the list or
re-word any of them to suit your taste, or, write in any statement of your ownif some values important to you are not in the list.
Writing in your most important values in this manner means that if at any
time your efforts to obtain these values were opposed or thwarted by circumstances
of any kind, you would keep on trying to attain them up to the absolute maximum
of your time and energy and skill. The important thing here is that you get a
clear picture in your own mind of .just what vilues are most important to you.
. .
.
lhe values jo\x are striving above all else to attain
.
Third, after you have selected one or a number o** statements that charact-
erize your strongest values and have written them in the blanks at the 100,t end
of the scale, turn back to the list of statements.
You are now to rate the importance to you of each of these values separately
on a zero to 100,1 scale. Compare each statement with the group of statements you
have selected as representing your strongest personal values. Then, assume that
something is practically certain to keep you from realizing that value unless you
do something about it immediately. Ask yourself: What percentage of your time
and energy would you five to make sure you would realize that value and keep on
realizing it to a degree satisfactory to yourself
.
After comparing the value state-
ment with the statements you have written at the end of the top scale, write in
the short blank at the left of the statement the percentage figure that answers
the question.
much out of ycur way to realize "the vaiuf ™
S
?11
i"porta
?
t and you
"
ouldn ' t *>
lo«rer erd of th» «.iio 5
^ lae, you will want to rate it towards the
points (2^
h
°30t f ^ t0P ° f W Sh °'A' S °nl^ ten percentageuuo 30,, etc.), you may write in any figure you choose in nH Pr +^represent the importance of the value oresented (L UlC^X etc!)!
A few final words of caution before you start:
Donit fopJ yourself: Don't let simply wishing to consider yourself asworking towards a given value be the reason for rating it as important,for example,
_
if you like to think of yourself as valuing outdoor snortshighly, but just clon't get around to them much because of work study
or some other reason, try to recognize that you don't really value thistype of activity as highly as you do others which you try more often to
achieve. In this connection also, don't let your past actions re^ardin?
a value determine your rating of its importance to you now. You mavhave changed. J
Be objective
: Try to think of specific situations in which you have found
yourself trying to attain each value.
Be frank : Try to avoid the natural tendency to rate the "socially accept-
able" values high ind the less desirable ones low simply because' of their
social standing'
.
We are not trying to find out what you consider to
be '"ood' or "generally accepted" values. We are interested in your own
personal values and their imnortance to vou
.
Donlt hurry: You will find that your ratings will be more accurate and
that you will get more insight into yourself if you avoid snap judgments.
And please be reassured that though your name is to be put on the quest-
ionnaire, the information you give us will be held in strict confidence, and no
connection will be made between your name nnd any use to be made of these materials
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP
NAME
(last)
SURVEY OF VALUES
l0~° 20I 30I £61 5ol 661 70S
eeking some authority as a basis for
settling disputes or arguments
.Showing knowledge or efficiency on
problem
asin^ action on my own convictions
rather than on what people tell me
Being cautious in accepting other people's arguments
Pleasing others
Avoiding being "used" by somebody
Depending on others for advice or help in problem situat
Being helpful, generous and obli^in* to others
Beinc different from others
Resisting persuasion
Agreeing with other people's points of view
Avoiding taking sides in a conflict situation
Finding the best solutions to social problems
Having my opinion resoected or thought worth seeking
Seeking an argument
Being free of control by others
Complying with other people's wishes
Disregarding the opinions of others
Being impartial, fair and objective in .judgment
Assuming responsibility for leadership in group action
Persuading others
Defending established beliefs and values
Maintaining pleasant relations with other oeoole
Basing action on facts rather than on feelings
Beins superior
.Finding the best solutions to nroblems
.Making sure my own rights are not infringed upon
Being tolerent of, and showing consideration for the opinions of others
.Bein^ an outstanding member of my groun
.Questioning the motives behind people's actions
.Avoiding being conspicuous
Avoiding conflicts with other people's desires or viewpoints
.Influencing others
Settling controversial issues
-ith immediate and direct action
Maintaining independence of thought
Showing consideration ^or the opinions others
>mmm
hehavior^nd VS^^t^ 1"* *° "!»^ '"th <>°™™ational
categories. He „ant to LoHf the Hnda of °™ations > a"anged -to functional
ship t, oertain personality characterised
things a
P
ersm ^ar a relation-
degree of relationship SS^SjTS^^rSS.!? "ked t0 •iUd?e the
categories. cnaracte-istics and the conversation-resoonse
need,
.. « ™* u'"^,^*0;"^ " te the rati^ «
fairly permanent characteristics of the oerscn. They
-may be thou'hi of as
1
"xT^ivnio^80' trieS t0 renU2e f° r h^Self "S h" "0es *«* hL specific
rrn.c aJfu!™1!' if * DSrS °n ^efirs *• He trying to dominate others as hegoes about his various practical tasks or duties (e.g., arranging a business"meeting or conducting a class), *e would say that he values dominating othersIn other words, he would like to realize this value as a general meaning to begotten by him out of his own actions as he does specific things.
Personality differences may be expressed in terms of ths nnture 0f th-
values people have, and the frequency and energy with ^hich these values are
sought
.
In this experiment xie have secured self-ratings from our subjectsof the
strength of a number of values for themselves. The subject first established a
scale of values for himself by selecting from a list of values those he b^liev-d
most important to him, and which he would give all his time and energy to realizeif their realization
-,vere blocked. He then rated, on this scale (of*zero to 100*
of time and energy), each of the values separately by recording the amount of
time and energy he would five to realize that value if its realization ^ere
blocked.
The action with which we ere concerned in this experiment is the making
of any statement which can be placed in any of the five categories described it
the end of these directions.
Now for the relevance concent. By relevance we mean the effect -7hich an
°3tion 'vould have on a person's realisation of a given value. In other words,
if a Derson were to actually make a certain statement, what -^ould ^e the effect
on his realization of the value? If the value could be realized through the
person's making that statement, we nould say that the action would be positively
relevant to the value. On the other hand, if making the statement is such as tr
prevent a value from being realized through it, we would call the relevance
negative
.
jndgaent* of the affects of certain
actions on "Personal Values"
These examples illustrate the meaning of relevance:
to the value
relevance to the value "believing in ^ IZrlltZltZtlfltlZl.^ P"ltlw
2. Making a statement in nhieh advice is rtven
-ould Dr»>-*1, w«, „ ».
relevance to the value "keening out of the ,4irs of oth-s » On *t ft I ,
.
statement such as this would probably facilitate , ra 0?\£T^uT '
thafvaL
0
?
9 5 8Slf U
"
M SU^i0r
'" »d «-» po.iMveWe^t to
3. Lastly, making a statement which reports the population of th« Un.toH q + «.
would probably have no (zero) relevance to the value"ing ^^^SSSSj
rati** ZZ ^ co™*> 70U are sPecifi^Hy requested to do. Turning to theng form you will notice at the too, a scale running from minus t.n "t theextreme left (maximum negative relevance) to plus ten a! the ri^ht (maximumPositive relevance). Running do™ the form is a list of values To t™Lht
°:
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S colu™ s
«
five colums are for the eonve^ation-res-no se^ ca egories. The conversation-response categories themselves are defined
Consider the values one at a time. You are to rate each value (going downthe firsi column 1, 2, 3, etc.) for its relevance to the first conversation^!ponse category. If you think that making a statement within category A wou^d
absolutely preclude realization of that value (i.e. be completely incomoatable
with it; write a
-10 in the space in the first column opposite that value. On
the ^ other hand, if you think that making a statement within category A would
maximally facilitate (i.e. as much as making any statement could) realization of
that value for a person, write in a /10 in the first column opposite that value.
If you think that a statement within that category would interfere some-
what with, but not prevent entirely, the realization of that value for a person,
write some number between 0 and -10 in the first column, according to how much
interference you think likely. If you think some, but not the fullest oossibl-,
realization of that value could, be had through making such a statement, write
some figure between 0 and /10 in the first column, depending upon how much facil-
itation of the value's realization would result.
If you think that there is no relationship at all between making a state«-
ment in category A and realization of a certain value, write a 0 in the Virst
column opposite that value.
Make a rating of relevance fdr each value, going down column A, When you
have rated e^ch value in the first column, go to the second column (cnteporv 3).
"oread the definition #f this category .md then rite each value for relevance to
this category. Do this for all five columns (five different categories).
A helpful suggestion: First decide the sign of the relevance for the value you
are considering. This will leave you v/ith a scale of only ten ooints on -vhich to
make ratings
.
A final caution: Please be careful always to include the sign (/ or -) of the
_levance as you write the ratings in the columns.
CONVERSATION RESPONSE CATEGORIES
A.
is fro, the area 0r fact or principle upon ,hjch the cTnlrlll™
^
Th1S category includes asking for examples or illusions
on is based,
area of fact or principle upon which the conversation is based Th ' +includes the citing of examples or illustrations.
'
C
'
"atS^n^ 2ML . 2^ These responses have the function of indie
t T V1^S °r Stand °n an issue - Repetitions of, mediations Ifor additions to a view previously offered by the individual' are included here
D
'
^posing: These responses have the function of opposing, resisting or dis
of«tff k SU^estion ' fact (assertion), interpretation p St of v ewr s and made by another. This category does not include me^v raisinsdoubts or questions but is lifted to instances of clear-7ut^posiUonQuesti.n-raising or deubtin? may be included here if done in a cynical orsarcastic or other manner clearly indicating opposition or disapproval.
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f
function °* indicating agreement withpp o of a suggestion, fact (assertion) interpretation, point of viewor stand made by another. This category does not include merely clarifying
or repeating a response made by another, but is limited to instances of clearcut support. 61
RATING FORM
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1. Seeking some authority as a basis for settling disputes or arguments
2, Shoeing knowledge or efficiency on a problem
3 # Basing action on my own convictions rather than on what people tell me
4 # Being cautious in accenting other peopled arguments
5. Pleasing others
6. Avoiding being "used" by somebody
7. Denending on others for advice or help in problem situations
8. Being helpful, generous and obliging to others 4
9. Being different from others
10. Resisting persuasion
11. Agreeing *vith other people's points of view
12. Avoiding taking sides in a conflict situation
13- Finding the best solutions to social problems
H. Having my opinion respected or thought worth seeking
Seeking an argument
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16. Being free of control by others
17. ComolyinT with other people's wishes
1?. Disregarding the opinions of others
19. Being impartial, fair and objective in judgment
20. Assuming responsibility for leadership in group action
21. Persuading others
22. Defending established beliefs and values
23. Maintaining pleasant relations with other people
24. Basing action on facts rather than on feelings
25. Being superior
26. Finding the best solutions to problems
27. Making sure my own rights are not infringed upon
2?. Being tolerent of, and showing consideration for the opinions o** others
29. Being an outstanding member o^ my groun
30. Questioning the motives behind oeoole's actions
31. Avoiding being conspicuous
32. Avoiding conflicts with other people's desires or viewpoints
33. Influencing others
34. Settling controversial issues with immediate and direct action
35. Maintaining independence of thought
36. Showing consideration for the opinions of others
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proposed solutions toward a controversial Issue. They were
then each Iven the paper on capital punishment (given as
Insert IIT) # asked to read this paper and start the dis-
cussion by indicating their views on the issue. They wert
also told that this preliminary discussion would last only
five minute* and would not be recorded. The experimenter
used this period to adjust the volume and tone of the re-
cording.
At the end of the five minute preliminary discussion
the papers on ca ital punishment were collected and the views
on the main discussion of euthanasia were distributed accord-
ing to the pre-determined attitude of the subjects. The sub-
jects were asked to read their paper (to themselves) and
start the discussion as before. The subjects were told that
this discussion ^ould last about fifteen minutes and would
be recorded
.
'.hen this fifteen minute period was up the papers were
collected and each subject was requested to fill out the
Self-Rating ^cale of Personal Values.
20
TECHNIQUES OF MEASUREMENT
" Strength " of
|
'eraonallty Characteristics
Sc&Le
- The device used for measuring the potency of
involvement in personality trends was of the same type as
that employed by Val lance (17). Vallance Investigated the
question of accuracy and reliability of two methods of self-
ratings on personality characteristics. His first method
consisted of self-ratings on fifteen teleonomic trends.
The second consisted of self-ratings on the same character-
istics worked, hov/ever, na personal values.* Tach subject
gavt two self-rating 8 by each method. Ratings were done
about nine ;;eeks apart and the order of presentation was
counterbalanced.
The criterion with which these self-ratings were com-
pared was the median of ratings by at least el&ht acquain-
tances of each subject on all characteristics used in the
experiment. Ratings by acquaintances i;ere obtained on the
teleonomic trend version of the characteristics. Intra-
indlvidual rank-order correlations (rho) were computed
between the criterion and each of the sets of self-ratings.
The results, in terms of reliability, for the means
* To translate any particular teleonomic trend into the
notion of a personal value corresponding to that trend, it
is necessary to dron the "characteristically trying to"
and add *ln%* to the verb form. Tor example, the trend
"Characteristically trying to dominate others" becomes the
value "Dominating others".
of r equivalents were found to be .7*4 for first vs. second
tread self-ratings, and
.72 for first vs. second value self-
ratings. Thus, with the difference of
.02, there seems to
be no reliable statistical choice between these two methods
on the basis of rate—re-rate reliability. Yallance con-
cludes that the obtained coefficients were a minimum esti-
mate of reliability because of (a) the long interval between
ratings, and (b) probable h&ste anu carelessness in the
second ratings due to other pressing commitments for the
subjects.
He cites indirect evidence for greater reliability by
computing a correlation between first ratings on trends vs.
the first ratings on values. If the two forms of self-
ratinbS are considered as halves of the same test, applica-
tion of the Spearman-Erown formula ^ives a reliability
coefficient of .37.
With respect to validity Yallance found the mean of r
equivalents for the criterion vs. trend aelf-ratin^s to be
.50, and for the criterion vs. value self-ratings, .jfc,
This, while it does show a true relationship between the
criterion and the self-ratings, is not as hiji as w$ Id be
liked.
Thus, the results of this experiment showed the self-
ratings of personal values to be slightly more accurate
than the self-ratings on trends, while the trend self-
22
ratings appeared to be very slightly more reliable.
The slightly higher accuracy and other considerations
led Vallance to prefer the value form of self-rating. Com-
menting further on the validity coefficient found for value
self-ratings, Vallance suggests that self-values are not
trends in the strictest sense of the term (althoush they do
have a similarity). They are, more literally, self-concepts
of personal values. This does not mean, however, that the
use of self-value ooncepts necessarily lowers their predic-
tive value. The individual's self-ratings may be Just as
meaningfully explored as indications of his own actions as
the ratings by others to him. It nust be recognized, then,
that the results of this experiment should be Interpreted
as relating to self-value concepts rather than directly to
teleonomio trends.
The rating method used in the present experiment also
translated the notion of teleonomio trend into that of
"personal values". A personal value may be defined as "some
good or state of well-bein^ towards which the person might
strive, or an activity or line of conduct considered by him
important in Itself, or a condition or aim that one might
regard for hlraself as worth pursuing or achieving. "* It
Vallance (17), pg. 155.
:-3
was felt that this concept was easier to grasp by the un-
trained subject for purposes of self-rating.
The basic method used for measuring potency of Involve-
ment in personal values was the "negative causation " method,
for the potency estimate was In terms of what the oerson
would do to prevent " negative causation *, or failure to
achieve the drive reduction specified. The person wae asked
to rate the percent of time and energy he would give to
reclize that value, and keep on realizin : it to a decree
satisfactory to himself. (See Insert IV.)
Specifically, in gaining ratios on this scale, the
subject is toU to look over the list of values and to write,
in the spaces provided, those which he feels ere the most
important to him, or any others which he feels are his most
important values. Then he is asked to compare each of the
value statements on the rating sheet with those statements
he has selected as representing his strongest values.
Finally he is asked to rate separately each of the values
on the rating sheet in regard to the proportion of time and
energy (on a zero percent of time and energy to 100 percent
scale) he would spend in maintaining it if it were threatened.
Eaoh value thus received a (p) (potency of involvement)
rating, according to the amount of time the individual had
checked. (&ero percent - lowest (p) r, tins, 100 percent -
2k
highest (p) rating.)
The final choice of thirty- six values was made from a
longer list containing values and trends used in previous
experiments plus others made up particularly for |hftj ex-
periment
.
This longer list was refined and edited, and
those values chosen which were deemed empirically relevant
(either positive or negative) to the discussion categories.
About seven values were finally chosen for each category.
ilevance o£ odious to Personality o iraoterlstlos
A number of experimental social psychologists, who by
t ;eir training and position have shown an interest in this
type of research, were contacted and asked to rate the rele-
vance of ~a:in a contribution (statement) within each of
the discussion categories used in the experiment to the
realization of each personal value. *ch discussion cnte-
£ory received relevance ratings for all values. F.elevance
ratings were scaled from -10 (maximum negative relevance)
through zero (no relevanoe), to +10 (maximum positive rele-
vance). For ej-.oh velue in relation to each category the
Chi-squared test was used to determine the probability that
true relevance lay on one side or the other of the zero
2
point.* Relevance Judgments whose X was significant at
* By this method we divide the relevance continuum into two
25
classes. The Interest is in the chances of the "true"
relevance bein.; something definite - either positive or
negative. In aotual practice the :;2 test works like this:
1. We assume that if there were no true relevance, the
Judgments would fall on toe zero point of the scale, or
would, through chance errors, be distributed equally
on the two sides of the zero point.
2. This would mean that if we consider the ten steps on
either side of the aero point on the scale of 21 steps,
that side of the scale should receive 10/21 or .476 of
the Judgments, and the remainder of the scale 11/21 or
.521 of the Judgments.
3. Thus, our expected, or theoretical, frequencies of
Judgments falling by chance (i.e., no relevance) on
one side of the zero point will be .^76 times the
number of obtained Judgments.
the 5 percent level of confidence or better were retained.
The median of these significant Judgments was then deter-
mined. The reasone for using this measure of central ten-
dency Instead of the (more common) mean are as follows*
The first question which arises is "should Judgments falling
on the minority side of the *ero (that is, probably 'wrong*
judgments) be included"? The answer to this is that minority
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Cwrone*) Judgmenta must be Included, for there is some re-
maining probability, however small, that they are •ri^ht*.
However, they should not be weighted heavily because of the
possibility that their occurrence mlJit have been due to
the Judged mlsunderstanding of the task, or to other
sources of error. Thus it seemed best to compute the median
of the Judgments, since all deviations from it would be
equally weighted. (Guilford (11).) The relevance rating
form is given as insert V,»
After a subject's (p) and (r) ratings were oomputed
for each value (in each category) they were multiplied to-
gether. Adding all (pr)»s for relevant values in each cate-
gory gave us his personality Base-3truoture Index for that
category. Each subjeot received five Bese-°truoture Indioes
in all.
>roup Discussion Participation
In a recent article C-uetzkow (10) has summarize J the
methods and thinking which have been used by psycholo lets
It will be noted that the problem as presented to the
"relevenoe Jftdgtt* is one of rating the relevance of
"conversation response" categories' to values. This more
general phrase was chosen in preference to "group dis-
cussion" or "problem- solving contribution" so that the
data obtained could be used in a projected series of ex-
periments in which the purposes and inter-personal re-
lations of subjects could be variously manipulated as
independent variables themselves.
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Investigating group discussion behavior. This article deals
with the classifying of data and the isolation of individual
responses. The transformation of qualitative data obtained
in -roup situations into a form which renders them susoepti-
ble to quantitative treatment constitutes coding The cod-
ing of qualitative data involves two operations; that of
separating the qualitative material into units, and that of
establishing category seta into which the unitized material
may be classified.
The development of a set of categories into which the
qualitative fctfrlal may be classified is always accompanied
explicitly or implicitly by a decision as to the else of the
unit into v/hich the material shall be divided before it is
categorized. Selection of unit size seems more dependent
upon the category-set employed than choice of category- set
depends upon unit size.
i calory-set consists of a number of classes or
"pigeon holes'1 into which the units of qualitative data may
be placed, '."hen the category-set is intended to provide
for classification of each and every unit of the data, it
may be termed exhaustive . Sometimes residual categories
such as Hnon-problem directed" or even "non-class! fiable"
must be used to make the set exhaustive. Sometimes cater*ory-
aets make no attempt to classify all of the units into a
single schema, and are far from being exhaustive. Cuetzkow
designates these as sieve oodes, since they < ct as a strain-
ing device by which the entire amount of qualitative data is
combed for certain reappearing kinds of items. The procedure
in wiiioh some units are given more than one classification is
called aiul tl ol 3-oo&lng .
II I |IM IIW.^« M.H I — I —M^t
The size of the unit chosen joverns the frequency with
which repeated items occurring in close proximity to each
other are classified as separate events. This unit si2e is
dependent upon the nature of the material and, as mentioned
before, the oholoe of the category-set to be used. Some
units which have been suggested are: the single thought,
a single subject-predicate unit, or even the sentence.
Heyne (12) used the exhaustive method of coding to
investigate group problem- solving behavior. Finding that
other methods of studying this problem- solving process were
non-productive, he made an attempt to categorize each con-
tribution in terms of its problem- solving function. Heyns 1
study utilized twelve categories such as "goal setting" and
solution proposals", and his unit was defined as * subject-
predicate unit classifiable into a single functional cate-
gory. He found, in regard to reliability that: (1) the
functional unite were reliably defined; (?) the problem-
solving function performed by each contribution was deter-
mined with moderate reliability between two coders);
and (3) the subject-matter distinctions for each contribu-
tion
- either concerning group procedure or the substantive
or agenda material
- could be reliably made. Heyns concludes
that this type of categorization of problem-solving procedure
permits a general description of the group process as well as
such different aapeots of the process as participants be-
havior, incidence of procedural and substantive contributions,
sequence of problem- solving functions, and description of
individual problem- solving behavior.
Categorizing - The categories used in the present ex-
periment were selected from a longer list. It was felt that
five categories could adequately test the hypothesis in the
present experimental framework. These categories covered
five different aspects of informal discussion considered
essential to such a discussion. An additional reason for
restricting the number of categories was the design which
called for relevance ratings by Judges. Since each Judge
had to rate each value for each category, this meant that
the rater had to render 130 separate Judgments. This, it-
self, is a large number, and to further increase it would
possibly have led to a lack of interest and fatigue, and
hence to a lowering of validity in the ratings.
In the present study, since the number of functional
categories was small, it was thought best to use that unit
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identified as a single Item of thought. This unit may em-
brace & phrase, a simple sentence, or even a complex sen-
tenoe, since its meaning is dependent upon the point that
the contributor is trying to put across. Use of other,
smaller, unite such as a phrase or clause, or single subject-
predicate would h ve resulted in many units which were un-
categorizable, and hence of no use to the experiment. The
multiple coding method was used; single units were placed
in more than one category if their content indicated a
plural function in the discussion. The rationale behind
such multiple coding may be said to involve more than one
purpose behind the speaker's contribution, each category
used in the coding constituting one particular function.
Thus the first coding procedure may consist of analyzing all
data in terms of Isolating all items dealing with question
raising or "Information Seeking". Second, all data are
combed for items consisting of "Information Civing". This
procedure continues for all the five categories, or five
different functions. In this manner a particular item may
be olaoed in more than one category since it fulfills two
or more functions. For example, the contribution n I don*t
think that's true" could h^ve either or both of two functions
"Opposing" and "Stating One's Own Point of View", depending
on its context. If it followed a statement of fact such as
"90% of M.D.»s oppose euthanasia" It would serve merely the
"Opposing" function. But if it followed another'* opinion
on the topic, as "Euthanasia is extremely bad\ it would
serve both functions.
RESULTS
3?
RESULTS
^iscusslo
:
The topic promoted sufficient discussion in all groups.
The group discussions on the topic of euthanasia lasted
fifteen minutes following the five minute preliminary dis-
cussion on the topic of capital punishment.
No difficulty was found in recording the discussion
except when i subject lowered his voice to such an extent
that the machine could not amplify the sound. :inoe, when
going over the recordings, full volume was greater than the
original speaking volume, it may be assumed that these few
M trailing-offe M were also Inaudible to the other participants
and did not affect the discussion. The only other "untran-
scribafeles" ocourred when two subjects spoke simultaneously.
In this case one of the participants usually paused while
the other repeated hie statement, so their contributions
were not lost.
The experimenter noted on paper the first words of each
contribution, and its communicator. Later the subjects were
matched on the typescript with their contributions,, At no
tint did the experimenter enter into the discussion other
than to ,:ive instructions for speaking towards the micro*
phone which was on the center of the table, so all dis-
cussion was a function of the interaction between the four
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participanta.
As was mentioned before, there were ei;-ht groups por-
tioipating in the experiment, with four subjects in a group
Upon computing the data it was found that one subject had
not complied with the instructions in filling out the self-
rating scale of values. Data from this rating scale were
unusable and the subject was not considered in computing
the results. It was felt that this had no effect on the
other participants of his group as this subject had con-
tributed his share to the discussion. Thus, the reeults
obtained are based on an N of thirty-one subjects.
el evance
Relevance Judgments were returned by twenty- seven
raters. These raters were psychologists in various uni-
versities or engaged in psychological work. Each rater
made 130 relevance Judgments (thirty-six values times five
categories for each value). The Chi-squared test was em-
ployed to test the significance of each set of Judgments
for each value in each category.
Computationally, the steps used in this test are as
follows (using the data of Value ft "Showing knowledge or
efficiency on a problem" for Category :" - Information
giving*);
3*
N of obtained Judgment g - 27
Side of scale
Observed f
i xpected f
o e
(0 - e)
(o - e)
e
2
0 i -
27 9
12.9
14.1 14.1
IS4.96 1S4.Q6
134.96
12.9 14.1
14. 34 * 13.12
x
2
- 27.46
2
The value of X turns out to be 27.46, Entering the
table of X^ with one degree of freedom, we find that a value
of 27.46 oould have arisen by chance alone less than one
time in one-hundred. Thus we reject the hypothesis that the
locations of our obtained Judgments occurred by chance, and
assume the true relevance to be positive in some degree.
It will be noteu that a subtraction of .$ has been made
from the discrepancies, i.e., from f0 - fe , before squaring
in the computation of (o - e) . This is la tea* correction
for continuity, which Chailford (11) recommends be applied
in computing X^ when cell frequencies are less than 50,
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The five percent level of confidence was chosen as the
cutting point for significant vs. non-significant Judgments.
This meant that no rating was used In the experiment that
could have arisen by chance elone more than five times in a
hundred. Actual results showed that most ratings were far
above the X% level of confidence. Table I shows the confi-
dence levels for the distributions of significant ratings.
Table I: Confidence levels by distributions
distribution
One side of
-^ro coinF"*
2S
24
23
22
21
20
19
Other side,
j ncludlng
zero point
0
1
2
Confidence
*
< vcX
X
2
I
1
1
1
1
1"
1
i;
2
5~
VIM
23.56
16. 6S
13.63
10.9S
^.65
Tn all, 110 significant ratings were established.
There rfere seventy-six positive and thirty-four negative
ratings. Medians were then computed for these 110 sl
;
vnifi
cant ratings. (3ee Insert V for median rating and confi-
dence level for each rating.)
All values turned out to be relevant to at least one
category, two to all five. Table II shows the extent of
relevance.
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Table IT: The extent to which the categories were
relevant to the different values
of
vai uea
2
10
10
y
-2
re
• 23L categories
1 e v?.nt to
Gate-
or.
fto . of values
relf vrnt to_
IS
22
26
2k
_20
110
Personality
| ;se- tructure Index
The next step was the computation of Z (pr) for each
subject for each category. For each category this was done
as follows: (1) Values to which non-si mifioant relevance
Judgments (c.f. above) were obtained were marked for omission.
(2) The median relevance Judgment ( r) y*j computed for all
remainln values. (3) This median i;as multiplied by the
self-rating (p) on the corresponding values. Therefore,
each subjeot received five 2 (pr)'s corresponding to the
five different categories. The j>_ (pr) for each category
was the algebraic result of the positive ^(pr)'s and the
negative 2_ (pr)'a for that category. (See Appendix ft for
Personality Base-Structure Indioes.)
Jodiry,
All discussion material was coded according to the
method described above (under T£CHHIQ,UES OF MEASUREMENT).
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After determining the boundaries of each unit, the type-
script for each group was gone over and the units were
categorized wherever possible. Insert VI gives a sanmle
page of the typescripts with the items coded into units and
categorized according to function. There was a total of
1m83 units in the eight discussion typescripts, of which
1335 or 90,: were analyzable into one or more of the five
categories.
Percentages of contributions within each of the five
categories were determined for each subject. Thie figure
was arrived at by dividing the number or response units a
subject made within a category by that subject's total
number of categorized units. Appendix C gives the percent-
ages of contributions within each category for each subject.
To determine the reliability of this coding procedure
a sample of 11C items was coded by the experimenter and by
another coder (a social psychologist). .•hile there was
56^ agreement between these Wo coaers for like categoriz-
ing of each item, a reliability coefficient (r) based on
total number of contributions within each category for each
subject was found to be ,S6.
»8RT TIi Ssaule page of coded
(item coding)
group i
2 ./I feel that %4hina8la would be a very bad thin? even If thav had
^Itl^r ^ 30^ !" **** that * *he offset an*eventaallj that doocore ana people wm abuS0 the ^ivileRelf
7
£l don't think that anyone h^he right to take a person* s^l?e^*
U/piA you aay that you frfre te favor of it before|^ rare l&ses^
2
^hj §*QXlJr ? doi^Vin ca»es that eventually it would
t» ioaathlnVevil) ^* **lue °f 11
1*5 believe if a person is $i/fering and wants to die, and is <n
misery, I think he should be allowed to die.
"7 /with tfcBvboneeat
of the teeter 2nd the family of course.}
2.people efeft are actuals-kick really haven't got control of all
their facilities! ^nd you can't leaT©^ decision like that up
to the person.
J
1. ^o. The doctor should &aVide just how sick the rerson is 1 /he
should know hoi>j g£ck the person isJ &e could qudldfv the nersor's
statement to jus how sick the person is/
2. [mil. where are yoiV Soin - to draw the lfciuj^/Iny p&emd<£» is
Sick?/
l,^J?ell, have several doctorJ feamine the nat.ientj ^Don't leav*1
just up to one doctor J/jet a couple b&doctors and other sen and
have the patient decideJ ffhey are 4X1? for itj /i don 1 1 dea/why
a person should be kept out in his misery
.y
1*^8 don't see how tfcs& clooVors are to say^ven with the ^reat
amount of medical skill that they haveJ^Tahd the know^egfe that
they haveT] I don't see why the doctorsh.I don't see why,^"l
have faitn in doctt&s' eoinionjfut any of ^teVean have faith
whether or not a person li. gt&ftg to livo_or notj (And I don't
think a doctor can affetya&tely judge thatj £
r
ou"have probably
seen lots of ca^^ where they say a guy's going to live two
weeks or six weeksj)£&d the guyj^Spes for yearsJ
1. I don't believe a person should die because he is.
.
.Ouy asking
to he killed because.. fa is going tq/ anyway^Jbut if a per-
son is suffering and there is a chance that ne will die,
and it is to cut out the suffering, not just to bring death
nearer^/
2. flou still have the element £pf chance that he might live^j
Testa of Hypothesis
To test the hypothesis that our two variables, J (pr)
and contribution percentage within each category, for each
category were not randomly distributed, the X
2
test was
employed. The question whioh was to be answered was: "How
likely is it that the distribution of cases like those ob-
tained oould depart as much as they do from a random or
chance distribution? w
In commuting a X2 for each of the five categories the
distribution of 2 (pr)«s for the thirty-one subjects was
divided in twos lb-15. The sixteen lowest 2- (pr^s for
that category were each designated as L, and the remaining
fifteen highest J> (pr)'e were designated as R. Independent-
ly, for that category the sixteen lowest contribution per-
centage scores were designated as L, and the fifteen highest
contribution percentage scores were designated as I« '.vhen
each subject received these two independent designations
for a particular category his soores on the t*o variables
could be any one of these four combinations:
1. High X (pr) - High contribution percentage
2. i. •< 2- (pr) - t,o--' contri 0 <?.?.-. ; pfRP9$ftta§|
3. Low (pr) - Low contribution percentage
^. Low (pr) - High contribution percentage
This distribution of thirty-one scores v-'as then placed
3?
In a four-celled table such M the one below. (Computation
of X for Category A - H inforation Peeking" J
Category A
Contribution peroenta e
Z (pr)
Low High
High
,
7
(7.7)
1
(7.3)
15
Low
,
9
(3.3) ,
7
(7.7)
16
16 15 31
The numbers in the parentheses refer to the expected
frequencies for each cell, based on the formula:
( 2 fr )( gfWj
f
e * "15 where r is any rov, and k any column
2The foraula used in computing X itself is as follows:
X
* In n four-celled table the discrepancy is the same for
all cells
.
Computationally, the steps are as foilowe
J
f
o
-
f
e - -7
*~ *e 7.7 7-3 l#J 7.7
X2 « .49(.5i72l) « .253
to
Table III givefl th* ^ values for each category, plus
the significance level for each Chi-aquared value.
Table III: Values of X2 and significance levels of eaoh
?ftteft°ry Mem re ••*Emfioan0fi i*m
A, Information Seeking Jfii r. - -
3. Information living
.253 £22
C. Point of View
.o£f §1$
D. Opposing
.0^7 22
i. Supporting
,396 3$
Since none of the five X valuee was large enough to
accept with any feeling of confidence, another statistical
test was employed* The subjects having the top ten jF (pr)»s
nd the subjects having the lowest ten 2 (pr)'s for eaoh
category were isolated, and these subjects 1 corresponding
contribution soores (percentages) were average-;, ao thi t a
mean contribution score for the ten hijri 2. (pr)*s and a
mean contribution score for the tea lowest ^(pr)'s were
obtained. The thought behind the choice of this technique
was that those subjects having the middle scores could have
pbeen the ones contributing most to the X cells H-L and L-K,
the number of cases in these cells having lowered the ob-
2tained X .
The iiull Hypothesis of no significant difference
between these two means vas tested by the use of Fisher^
t- formula:
—
ln vrhloh Ml ** Mg are the mean scores of
/ + 3 the ten hic,n and ten
/ 1 2 *** contribute on ~>er-
1) J! ! ,J ^outages respectively,
^ and are the squares of the
rav; scores of the high
and low groups respee-
ti vely
,
N is the number of cases in
each group.
An example of the uee of this test is shown below in
the oomputation of t for Category A - "Information Seeking".
M«an contribution soore (percentage) for
high ten L ( pr
)
1
s »~ 11. Q
Mean oontribution score (percent c e) for
low ten r(pr)»s * 10.5
- 10.5
.234
Table IV gives the two means found for each category,
the t value, and the significance level for that t.
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Table TV: ^ and Mg , | values, and significance levels
Oate^oix yean Contri- Mean Contri- | si^nifi-SBsi -^oye guTTon core^— > ^M^ux^i^ - 1 1 « canoe
A. Information
•Mtlng ll.q 10 R p-slt a**
B. Information ° ° " 234
aiTine 52.4 52.6** 0073C. Point of View 26,2 W 0 24l ^d. opposing 4.6 4.6
E. Supporting 3.1 2.7 .152 m
It can readily be seen from an inspection of Table IV
that none of these t values approaches a level whereat one
can confidently reject the Null Hypothesis, or in other
words conclude with confidence that low 2 (pr)'s tend to
have low contribution scores end hi.h JCprVs tend ta have
hl-h contribution scores.
The results of these two statistical tests were, need-
less to say, surprising. This is especially true in view
of the fact that so many of the relevance pathologists'
Judgments indicated that these psychologists considered
that there was | significant relationship between a oereon's
* The 5 r level is usual y considered necessary for rejec-
tion of the Mull Hypothesis. With 161 degrees of freedom
(\ * Kg - 2) the required value of t is 2.1C1.
*# Note the reversal - Mean contribution score for the ten
lowest (pr)'s is higher than that for the ten highest
(pr) »s.
values and the kinds of things he says in a conversation.
With this opinion of the relevance psychologists in
mind, the two measures of the variables were re-examined.
First, the hypothesis was put forward that the self-rating
scale used to measure potency of involvement in the various
values w&8 itself subject to error. It mleht be true that
the subject «s estimate of his involvement was Invalid.
Inspection of the self-rating sheets showed consider-
able variation, both between subjects and within one sub-
ject's estimate of the thirty-six potenoies. The question
was then raised! "Could these self-ratings have been rela-
tive to the subj ct»s own frame of reference, not absolute*?
That is, oould there be a trend operating in such a way that
some individuals "characteristically rate themselves low in
many things", while others are Just the opposite. Also,
some subjects showed a limited range of estimate, concen-
trating in the 60-100^ range or in the jJO-6o range. The
point of relativenees of these ratings could be examined by
scoring them in terms of their deviations from their mean
value rating rather than in terms of the absolute values as
given on the initial scale. This would have the effect of
reshuffling the rank order of the Z(pr)'8, possibly bring-
ing them into closer agreement with the category soores,
hence raising the correlation between the variables.
This implies the use of a standard potency score for
It*
each subject, which was computed as follows: After the sub-
jects mean value rating had been founa (by summing all
potency estimates end dividing by 36), all the values were
rescored in terms of .aviations (eigmas) from this mean
value rating* This was done by means of the formula:
T II 50 *• IO(X- M)
,
(f
T being a standard
soore value based on a standard scale in which the mean is
set at 50 and the standard deviation (sl^ma) at 10 units.
The X in t is formula is the original raw score on a value
(potency estimate), while the M is the mean potency rating
for the 3b values. Sigma ( <T) is the standard deviation of
the raw score data.
After all self-ratings were rescored in terms of this
standard scale, a new Personality Base*Structure Index was
computed for each subject. This caul t, more literally, be
colled a 1 (p^), since the Index was based on the algebraic
sum of all T values times the relevance rating. (Appendix B
gives 2. (p<pr)'s for all subJeotQ.)
With this new £ (pTr) computed, X2 was again used to
test the hypothesis of random distribution of the two vari-
ables with respeot to one another. Table V gives the X2
values for each category, plus the significance level for
each Chi- squared.
?able V: Values of X2 and significance level of each
Category
A. Information Peking
B. Information iviiw
C. rolnt of View
D. Opposing
E. 3uprjorting
.0^7
.0^7
.0k7
.396
-;l->;nlfleaner- lev^i
Again, none of these five values of X2 could be ac-
cepted as reasonably significant, so the t teat for si*-
nifioanoe of differences between means was computed for
these data. The same me thod as was used before resulted in
obtaining the ten highest 2 (p
r
r)'s an. the ten lowest
2. (PTr)'s for each category. Their corresponding con-
tribution scores were averaged to obtain means, and the
differenoes between these means were teete l for signifi-
cance. Table VI /.lves the results of these computations.
Table VI: K| and Kg, t values, ana significance levels
Category *h Mp t U nifl
(high 2 (pxr ) (low 2.ipfr) oanoe
revel
A. Information
Seeking 11*2
B. Information
Giving 5^.7
C. Point of View 23.
0
D. Opposing 5.3
E. Supporting 3.4
* Note reversals - low^
trlbutlon percentages.
11.2
52.5
27-5**
2.2
tilt
.330
4*5
77^
Vm
scoring higher on con-
While these t values are, on the whole, slightly higher
than those based on Z Cpr) (See Table IV), they by no means
approaoh the point where the Null Hypothesis of no differ-
ence between these mean aoores can safely be rejected. There
also appeared an additional reversal or the expected direc-
tion of relationship (Categories C and D). it would thus
appear that we cannot say, from these statistical tests,
that there ia a high or even a significant relationship
between the Base-Structure Index of a subject and the con-
tributions he rnakes in a discussion situation, as these con-
tributions are scored by the item coding method.
As a second measure, the coding procedure was next re-
examined, .'inoe all coding and categorizing was done by
the examiner, the point of validity must be considered. With
no other way of checking the validity of the coding method
used, it was decided to reoode the entire Jata, using a new
approach or frame of reference. Since the present problem
dealt with teleonomle description, it seemed feasible to do
this recoding in terms of what the contributor was "trying
to say" as determined by the categories used. That is, was
he trying to assert his views, ;^ive information, oppose,
etc. As Allport (1) h&s pointed out, these teleonomle be-
haviors are indicated by the observer as that which he would
say he (the observer) was doing if he were performing the
movements made by the individual under observation.
1^coding the entire data using this frame of reference
resulted in fewer items since each item was larger than that
used in the previous system. An item could be a sentence or
•en a paragraph if the content of the entire paregrarh in-
dicated one function such M Information Giving, Opposing,
tating one's own Joint of View, etc. This receding showed
610 oategorlzable teleonomlo Items or units which coulf; be
placed under one or more of the five categories. Appendix D
gives the percentages of categorizable contributions per
category for the thirty-one subjects.
With these new data the Chi- squared test was computed
to test the Hull Hypothesis of no association between the
two variables. Two sets of Chl-squared were found, one for
Z (pr) vs. the new contribution percentages, and the other
for 2. IPf*) V8 » tne new contribution percentages. Table
VII shows X values and significance levels for JT (pr) vs.
2percentages, while Table VIII shows X values and signifi-
cance levels for 2 (py**) vs. percentages.
Table VII - ^ (P*)* Values of X
2
and significance levels
for each
Categories >r l .niricc.nce Irvel
A. Information Seeking 1.^95 t%%
B. Information C-iving .£-7$ yj%
C. Point of View
.253 %%%
D. Opposing 3.77°
£. Supporting .092 76$
WERT VIIi Sa^>l© pa^ of coded typescript
(teleonoalc coding)
GROUP I
u-eopxe man *re wmmiJ&\mB& really haven't got control of all
xheir facilities} land you can't 2&h^ a decision like that up to
the person J? J L
2. JT feel tnateuthanasia would be * very bod thing even if they had
•JgWW m Wj whereby only with completely Incurable case* and
with the »f the family and the advice of the ohynioion,
and even *m th«t you are going to find that at the offset and
eventually, that doctors end people will abuse the nrivilege of...I don't think that anyone hae the right to take a person's Hfe,j
i« [Did you say that you
-\^>. in favor of it before? In rare cases? ]
2,[»o. Even if it were dofi^vln rare cases that eventually it wouldhe abused, and you soul* % st the value of it, and it would turn
to something evil J
I»y believe if a persoiL-is suffering and mftftg to die, and is in
misery, I think he BhbulWbe allowed to die. With the consent
of the doctor and the v family of course.^
2. [P l who aotual^y Ij&ck
l.[jfo # The doctor should /decide just how sick the person is. Be
* ow sicklpW^should know h ick|lJ,tap>ereon is. He could qualify the person's
statement to just how sick the person is£J
2,&ell. where nre you gbini to draw the line? Anv person who ie
slckVj ^
l»(jell, have several doctk>£& examine the patient. Dont leave it
Just up to on© doctor. « a couple of doctors and other sen and
have the patient decide. They are all for itTj f don't soe why
a person should be k^/out in bis misery^ ~*
2,[l don't see how thesApdcctors are to say, even with the great
amount of medical skill that they have, and the knowledge that
they have^j I don't see why the; doctors... I donH see why., {J
have faith in doctors' opinion, but any of us csn have faith
whether or not a^tyr'son is goins to live or not. And I don't
think a doctor can adequately judge thatTJ jfou have probably
seen lots of cases where they say a guy*s going to live two
weeks or six '-aeeks, end ytiw? guy lives for years.
and it is to cut out the suffering, not just to bring death
nearer 7[
2. jjou still haw© the ®le\tjop of chance that he might live.
|
4g
Table f$m - I (p^r):
Categories
A. Information 3e siting
8. Information
-Iving
C. Point of View
^. -pposin^
E. Supporting
Values of X2 ana significance levelsfor each
2
.047
.674
.253
I.495
.092
Sifinifl cence level
litgig
HP
These results, in comparison with those in Tables III
and V, show a closer relationship between contributions based
on teleonomlo coding and the method using the original Z (pr)
scores. However, one would still hesitate to accept these
values without question since the confidence levels, as a
whole, do not approach those levels set by convention as
being necessary for showing a probably true relationship
(5 or oseibly 10^ levels of confluence.)
Once again, the t test was applied to both sets of *ase-
Structure Indices and corresponding contribution percentages.
Tables IX and X show the results of these computations.
Table IX- Z(pr)i Hi and M2 , t values, and significance
levels
.'atesorlea b t Slfinlfl
high L (pr) low Z (pr) eance
level
A. Information
Seeking 17.^ 15.6 ,201
3. Information 43. 0 50.g* .336 13%
Giving
C. Point of View 2S.7 20.5 .601 55^
D« Opposing 6.0 1.7 1.547 1§
E. Supporting 5.7 1.3 1.4?3 lb%
* Note reversal of expected relationship.
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Table X- KpxDj and M2 , 1 values, and significance
l^nlfl
TcveT
!vels
Categories $u
high g (pgr) low £ (p »r)
A, Information
Storting is. 7 i$ c p2g -, c*
3. Information ° *3
Giving 46.5 62.^5* rfo*C Point of View 28.7 21 5 521 2*D. Coposing 6.2 2 !6 111 ft5l« Supporting 5.0 2.7 J27
* nevere»l of expected relationship.
Inepeotion of these tables again shows a closer rela-
tionship between contributions based on teleonomio coding
and the method using the original Z (pr) scores. Interest-
ingly enou^i, tne category "Information Giving constantly
shows a reversal in tne applications of the t test. This
would seem to indicate that, for this category alone, the
tendency Is for subjects with high Base- Structure Indices to
maice few contributions and vice versa, ihe significance
levels for these last ten t values however, precludes the
wholehearted acceptance of the hypothesis.
DISCUSSION AHD CONCLUSIONS
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As 9 last statistical technique the correlation between
the two variables was computed. This was the fourfold point,
or phi coefficient which can be used to estimate the Pearson
Produet- -foment correlation by means of the formula;
'0
.<>37
This formula was used in place of commuting r directly from
the scores r.ince these scores were rlready in the form of a
four-celled table (from the computation of X2 ). The vari-
ables were J. (p?1*) Va » teleonomic coding and, separately,
2^ (pr) correlated with teleononnic colin? scores. Table XI
^rives the results.
Table XI: Pearson r's estimated from f coefficients
'7r<te~orlea (p<j>r) (rr)
A. Information Peeking
-.052
.353
E. Information living
-.256 -.256
C. ioint of View .151 ,151
D» Opposing
.353 .556
K« Supporting
.075 .075
These tgtiau.ted r's must be interpreted with care since
the number of oases used ( R • 31) is smaller than that
normally recommended in the transformation of # into Pearson
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r, and tends to increase the value of the obtained r in the
computations. Also, it is uncertein Just how fully other
assumptions underlying this transformation are met by the
data. Thus the interpretation stemming from these estimated
r's must be taken guardedly.
It may be concluded from these testa of significance
that the two measures which sive the most satisfying results
are 2 (pr) as the Personality Base- I ructure Index, and the
teleonoraic method of coding and categorizing. With the
exception of the category "Information Giving 1*, all relation-
ships were positive for this method, although the 0*& them-
selves are too low to permit accepting the relationship with
any great deal of confidence.
Actually, to be confident that one's obtained correla-
tions are significant requires the choosing of a level at
which the hypothesis is accepted with reasonable certainty.
The practice in most psychological experiments is to take
the 5 level of confidence as the cutting-point above which
the experimental hypothecs of a true relationship is ac-
cepted. This 5$ level requires an r (based on arrays of
thirty-one cases) of .349. Table XI (above) ;ave 0 co-
efficients .:hieh mey be taken -s a rough estimate of r. Use
of the 5;* level with an r of .3^9 needed for significance
does not allow us to reject the Null Hypothesis that these
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obtained relationships could have arisen by chance factors
alone except for the categories "Information Seeking" and
"Opposing" when discussion scores are correlated with 2. (pr)
In the s&t* manner the negative 0 of "Information
Giving- could have arisen by ohance, and might Just as well
have been positive in fttgft, However, at the same time, one
must admit that many of the obtained positive 0 coefficients
(with the exception of "Information Seeking" and "Osposinff"
based on 2 (pr)) could likewise have arisen by ohance and
ml f7ht as well have been negative in sign.
recognizing the limitations in the present use of 0 to
estimate r, it would appear best to take the computations
themselves as the moot accurate indicators of the relation-
ships, and to use the obtained levels of significance of
2these X teats as the decrees of confidence with which we
accept the results.
One value of having the estimated He is that one may
make a correction for attenuation due to lack of perfect
reliability in the criterion - that Is, may find what the
maximum r could have been if the oodinp scores were obtained
with nerfect reliability instead of being reliable only to
the degree of .S6. This formula of correcting for attenu-
ation is given by Guilford (11) as:
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oox * J&
where « correlation between X and Z with errors
of measurements alloyed for in the
criterion Y but not In the test X,
r
xy ~ the stained correlation between X and Y
ryy * ^liability coefficient of the criterion J
Applying this correction to the data in Table XT, the
maximum possible r*s obtainable if the coding was perfectly
reliable (r « 1) are ^iven in Table XI-A.
Table XI-A J Maximum values of r v>oaslble if criterion
were perfectly reliable
Categories Z (pt*0 L { pr
)
A. Information Seeking
-#056
.331
B. Information Sivine -."76
-,?76
C. Point of View
.163 .I63
D. Opposing
.3^1 ,600
.
Supporting .C-Jl .oSl
It appears from this table that none of the previously
non-si. nifleant r f s were raised to a significant point
( .3^9 or better).
Even with some indications of a j)osltlve relationship
between the 2- (Pr ) *n<i 2.(PTr J* unit coding, and teleo-
nomie co da,;, the hypothesis which the experiment was de-
signed to investigate cannot be said to have been upheld
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with any de-ree of certainty. v e may state that there seems
to be a positive trend, although very low, but as this does
not approach a level where it would not have been expected
to occur by ohance, one cannot be too confident in this
assertion.
This leaue to the question of why this expected hy-
pothesis was not upheld. Re-examination of the variables
used may
- olnt to the answer or answers to this question.
Measurement of potency as affecte.1 by the self-rating
scale possesses fairly hi^h reliability as reported by
Vallance (see TECHNIQUES OF MEAlU; • lEi;:)
. This r of .72
would indioate that the subject is fairly consistent in his
estimates of potency of involvement, uo reliability study
was done in connection with the present experiment, but
since this scale -as adopted largely from Vallance' s, it
may be assumed that the reliability is similar - around
.72.
In respect to the validity of this self-rating method,
again, no validity study was made in connection with the
present experiment. Since the self-rating method, and the
items themselves were nearly identical with those of Vallance
(see TECHNIQUES OF MEASUPJLMFNT) , his reported r of tj4 may
be considered as A close approximation of the validity of
the self-ratia scale used in this experiment. This r is
not as high as might be desired, and raises the possibility
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that here is one source of error which could hove influenced
the results. If the subject had not accurately indicated
his potency of involvement in the various valuee, it would
then be expected that the relationship between this measure
and the variable contribution percentage would be lowered
to some degree. It will oe remembered that this question
was raised after the computation of X2 for Z (pr) vs. con-
tribution percentages for the various categories, a standard
score was suggested and applied to the self-rating data, but
subsequent results indioated that me original method was
slightly superior in terms of significance (that is, more
in line with the direction necessary for a confirmation of
the experimental hypothesis).
Proceeding to an examination of the other variable,
coding, the obtained reliability coefficient of .36 for a
sample of 110 items means merely that the two coders agreed
to this extent on the total number of contributions within
each category for each subject. The percentage found for
like categorization of identical iteras (56 ) is a different
indication of agreement between the two coders, but not as
relevant to the method used in testing the hypothesis, where
the contribution score was based on the total number of items
within a certain category. The reliability coefficient of
.36 remains the beet estimate of coder reliability with the
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present method.
These figure 8 make no assumptions about the validity
of the coding of these Items. There remains the possibility
of observer error; that tne coder labeled the Item incorrect-
ly, or In the case of the sample used to test reliability,
that each of the coders placed the same, inoorreot label on
one particular item. Ho studies have been found which
report the validity of 0011%-, so no Information can be
*lven here o.i thlc subject.
If the items were not placed In the correct categories
it wouli lev- to . o u'.rious contribution score end hence,
p
reflect on the X value and the correlation itself. Tn an
attempt to increase this validity, another method of coding
was introduced. This coding, based on what the individual
.- eared to M *tryin^ to io"j re:ul±-~.\ U I ?il 1 ': | jsfltatf
in the significance of the relationships, Why this vas so
cannot be adequetely explained here, since this method of
teleonomlc oodint/ Is too new a development to have had any
studies on it. (It wan f«u»-,csted for this problem by T. R.
Vallance.) Two possible explanations for the slightly higher
significance are: (a) teleonomlc eodin, 1b possibly ^ore
relirtle. This may be due to the tyre of data gathered In
the Informal £,roup discussion, or it may be due to the
greater adapt! bllity of UMtf teleono&iic method to the c«te-
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gories of response used in the present experiment. More
probably, this increased significance was due to the greater
familiarity of the coder with the teleonomic concept of be-
havior, and therefore leading to greater reliability in the
coding technique, (b) There co ild be ft true relationship
between the Base-Structure Indices arid what the person says
in the discussion situation as measured by teleonomic coding.
This latter roesibillty appears to have face validity because
each of the variables is measured in terms of teleoncnic be-
havior; the self-ratine is in terms of the subject's estimate
of this (his) behavior, and the discussion is in terms of
the observers description of the subjects overt teleonomic
behavior. Thus, e^oh variable may be considered as a separate
indication (measure) of the same concert - the subject^ be-
havior interpreted teleonorslcally
,
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CONCLUSIONS
The hypothesis which was investigated in the present
experiment, that "the amount and kinds of discussion be-
havior offered by an individual will depend upon the degree
to which his personality characteristics can, on the whole,
be expressed through such discussion behaviors"
, was not
substantiated by the statistical reoults found in this ex-
periment. There were, however, some slight indications of
a positive relationship between the two variables; a Base-
Structure Index derived in part from self-rating scores, and
discussion contribution scores. This led to the question of,
if there ;;ere a true relationship, what factors may have
resulted in a lowering of this relationship. Two considera-
tions stand out: (a) the validity coefficient (.5^) on the
self-rating scale, and (b) an unknown validity of the coding
method. In regard to (a) above, the experimental hypothesis
may be true; it may be upheld by other technic ues of measure-
ment, but due to the self-rating method employed the basic
determiners of discussion participation were not tapped.
This eeXf-rating scale could be too superficial, to > subjeot
to inaccuracies to bring out the actual trends operating
within the Individual. Inspection of the published litera-
ture reveals no studies on the validity of coding procedures,
Either these studies have not been included in papers on
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coding methods or codera themselves have made assumptions
concerning validity of their methods baaed on training and
coder agreement.
There regains, of course, the possibility that the hy-
pothesis is completely false, and would fail of confirmation
regardless of experimental methodology and technlcuea.
A new method of analysing the discussion data, teleo-
nomic coding, was used in a second analysis, and was found to
be somewhat superior to item coding in terms of increasing
the significance of the hypothesized relationship.
Although the hypothesis investigated in this problem was
not substantiated, the experimenter prefers to regard these
results as indicating a trend towards acceptance of this hy-
pothesis.
A few suggestions are offered which, in a re-investiga-
tion of this type of problem, could lead to more acceptable
results.
(1) An attempt to increase validity of the self-rating
scale. This could be done through analysis of the consistency
of the ratings by eech subject, and by such things as con-
trolling more rigorously the taking of the "test" - motivating
the subjects, decreasing fatigue, etc.
(2) Another method of rating potency. The method of
ratings by acquaintances furnishes a mean or median estimate
of potency of involvement for each value , based on observation
6o
and experience with the subject by his friend e and ac-
quaintances,
(3) Further checks on coding procedure. For item
coding thio could consist of validity studies based on con-
centration of agreement among ooders as to what function or
functions a contribution filled. In regard to teleonomlo
coding, validity for categorizing what a person is "trying
to say" could involve the use of the projective teohnicue B
such as the Thematic Apperception Test which would reveal
the person's needs. Also, interviews with the persons oould
be Included to check the presence of these neec?8, vrhether
they Bre verbal izable or unconscious.
(U) Further investigation of the teleonomic method of
coding. Since the use of this method produced the most sig-
nificant results, it may be that a ase- structure Index
based on estimate of potency in teleonomic trends can beat
be correlated with results of a coding procedure based on
the concept and method of teleonomic observation.
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11
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APPENDIX Ci PERCENTAGE OF AKALYZABLT; (&WTRIBUTIONS
WITHIN EACH CATSQORX (ITEM CODItfO)
IS JUL
It w
2. u 73
3. 16 45
4. 15 41
5. 68
6, g 69
7. 8 63
ft* 18 54
9. 0 42
10. 6 31
11. 1 77
12. 0 65
13. 6 55
H. 7 65
15. 15 a
16. 13 65
17. 5 68
18. 12 76
19. 0
20. . 21 63
21. 8 25
22. 16 65
23. 26 9
24. 16 44
25. 13 47
26. 6 47
27. 19 43
28. 19 36
29. 5 61
30. 18 48
31. 10 56
JSL jl s
2V% 01
0 0 Q
36 2 2
31 12 I
23 4 1
8 I
12 16 i
15 g
50 2 6
53 6 /
20 0 1
26 4 A
32 3 3
26 2 0
37 4 0
15 5 2
24 0 3
0 12 0
28 5 1
13 0 3
56 6 4
19 0 0
52 9 4
30 8 3
22 16 3
0 6
30 5 3
38 4 4
24 & 0
21 13 0
15 15 4
APPENDIX Di PERCENTAGE OF ANALYZABfcK CONTRIBUTIONS
WITHIK EACH GATRQORX (TELEONO'ttC CODING)
Subject I': ia py o
.... I?..,
I, 31% 50* 13$ Qp2. 29 71 0 a U
3. 14 52 28 o f
4. 15 40 33 10
5. 5 67 or 1
6. 17 71 8 /
**
7. 9 75 3 13 if
8. 16 56 16 8 jm
9. 0 53 29
10. 10 30 SO 10
Ui 6 61 33 0
12, 0 71 14 o
13. U 27 45 9 5
n. 17 50 28 6 o
15. 29 36 29 7 o
16. 22 39 22 11 6
17. 11 67 22 0 0
18. 29 71 0 0 o
19. 0 60 27 13 0
20. 36 A3 21 0 0
21. 3 30 53 3 10
22. 31 25 44 0 0
23. 46 15 38 0 0
21. 26 50 16 8 0
25. H 52 14 19 0
26. 17 33 44 0 6
27. 32 32 32 0 5
28. 31 31 27 4 8
29. 6 59 24 12 0
30. 31 42 15 12 0
31. 15 54 8 23 0
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